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Abstract 

The automatic best-match and content-based retrieval of 
musical documents against musical queries is addressed in 
this paper. By "musical documents" we mean scores or per- 
formances, while musical queries are supposed to be inserted 
by final users using a musical interface (GUI or MIDI key- 
board). Musical documents lack of separators necessary to 
detect "lexical units" like text  words. Moreover there are 
many variants of a musical phrase between different works. 
The paper presents a technique to automatically detect mu- 
sical phrases to be used as content descriptors, and confiate 
musical phrase variants by extracting a common stem. An 
experimental study reports on the results of indexing and 
retrieval tests using the vector-space model. The technique 
can complement catalogue-based access whenever the user 
is unable to use fixed values, or he would find performances 
or scores being "similar" in content to known ones. 

KEYWORDS: Information Retrieval, Computer Music, 
Musical Digital Libraries, Automatic Indexing, Automatic  
Melodic Segmentation. 

1 INTRODUCTION 

The research projects in digital libraries, and specifically 
those carried out in cultural heritage domain have shown 
that  the integrated management of diverse media - text, au- 
dio, image, video - is necessary [7, 12, 14]. As stressed in 
[18], the problem with content-based access to multimedia 
data  is twofold. On the one hand, each media requires spe- 
cilic techniques that  cannot be directly employed for other 
media. On the other hand, these specific techniques should 
be integrated whenever different media are present in a indi- 
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vidual item. The core information retrieval (IR) techniques 
based on statistics and probability theory may be more gen- 
erally employed outside the textual case and within specific 
non-textual application domains. This is because the under- 
lying models, such as the vector-space and the probabilistic 
models, are likely to describe fundamental characteristics 
being shared by different media, languages and application 
domains [18]. 

As music is one of the most important means of expres- 
sion of cultural heritage, the organisation, the integration 
with other media, and the access to the digitized version of 
music documents becomes an important  multimedia digital 
library component. We can thus speak about content-based 
musical I1~. Specific and effective techniques being capable of 
indexing and retrieving such multimedia documents as the 
musical ones need to be designed and implemented. The re- 
quirement for a musical content-based IR has been stressed 
within the research area of musical information systems as 
well. The developments in the representation of music "sug- 
gest a need for an information retrieval philosophy directed 
toward non-text searching and eventual expansion to a sys- 
tem that  encompasses the full range of information found in 
multimedia documents", as stressed by McLane in [13]. As 
IR has dealt with the representation and the disclosure of 
content from its early days [5, 11, 17, 21], it is natural to 
think that  IR techniques should be investigated to evaluate 
their application in music retrieval. By concluding his sur- 
vey, McLane stressed that  "what has been left out of this 
discussion, and will no doubt be a topic for future study, is 
the potential for applying some of the standard principles of 
text information retrieval to music representations" [13]. 

The use of standard principles of text  information re- 
trieval to index and retrieve musical documents requires 
the design of segmentation algorithms to produce musical 
phrases like words in textual documents. Like textual  words, 
musical phrases occur in documents or queries with many 
variants. For example, the same melodic pattern may oc- 
cur in more than one musical work, perhaps composed by 
different authors. It is therefore necessary to detect these 
variants and conflate all the different phrases into a common 
stem. 
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2 ISSUES OF CONTENT-BASED INDEXING AND RE- 
TRIEVAL OF MUSICAL DATA 

The musical data, in their different representation forms, can 
be considered as another media together with text, image, 
video, and speech. There are some issues that  make music 
different from other IR application domains. 

The same entity, i.e. a musical work, can be represented 
in two different main forms: the notated and the acoustic 
form, respectively corresponding to score and performance. 
Hence the communication in music is performed at two lev- 
els: (i) the composer translates his emotions in a musical 
structure (music as a composing art), and (ii) the musician 
translates the written score into sounds (music as a perform- 
ing art). Also users may have different needs, in particular 
the music scholar may look for a given composition, while 
the melomane may look for a particular performance. 

Each musical work may have different instan~iations. As 
musicians can interpret scores, the resulting performances 
may differ and therefore more than one performance corre- 
spond to an individual score. Moreover, the same musical 
work may be transcribed into different scores, depending on 
the revisers's choices. As a consequence, the same musi- 
cal work may be represented by different scores and perfor- 
mances. 

Different dimensions characterise the information con- 
veyed by a musical work. Melody, harmony, rhythm, and 
structure are dimensions, carried by the written score, that  
may be all or in part of interest for the final user. In the 
case of a musical performance other dimensions (like tim- 
bre, articulation, and timing) should be added. It is likely 
that  the dimensions of interest vary with the level of user's 
expertise and the specific user's search task. 

Many are the formats that  may be used whenever scores 
or performances are stored into a digital music collection. 
It is important to stress that  a given format can be able to 
capture only a reduced number of dimensions. In particular 
the storage of performances can be done by recording the 
sound, but  at the state of the art is almost impossible to re- 
trieve information about, for instance, melody and harmony; 
tracing the musical events, like the beginning and the end of 
each note, can usually be done using the MIDI format, but 
in this case there is no information about timbre and note 
envelopes. Therefore, the choice of a representation format 
has a direct impact on the degree to which a music retrieval 
system can describe each dimension. 

While text, image, video, or speech-based documents 
convey some information that  form their content, it is still 
unclear what type of content, if any, musical works do con- 
vey. In principle, music language does not convey informa- 
tion as, for instance, text  does. Many composers wrote mu- 
sic to stir up emotions, and in general they aimed to commu- 
nicate no specific information to the listener. The final user 
feels emotions on listening to the music, and he interprets 
some information independently from the composer's and 
performer's thought and differently from the other users. 
There is a particular kind of musical works, called musica 
a programma, in which the title (like Vivaldi's "The Tem- 
pest") or a lyric (like Debussy's "Prelude h l'apr~s-midi d 'un 

fanne" ) suggests a meaning to the listener; this sort of tex- 
tual data would be better managed using a database system 
rather than a IR system. Moreover in sung music, such as 
Cantatas, the accompanied text gives the work some mean- 
ing, yet that  sort of text would require ad-hoc IR techniques 
to be effectively managed. In general the availability of 
textual material together with musical documents is insuffi- 
cient. 

As always happens in IR, the effectiveness of techniques 
does strongly depend on the final user. IR systems does in- 
deed interact with final users of very diverse types and with 
different levels of expertise in the use of the system itself 
and in the application domain. For instance, the layman 
may find querying by musical content, such the melodic in- 
cipit, more effective than by bibliographic values, since he 
may find playing some notes easier than knowing the neces- 
sary data to retrieve the searched works. 

3 A TECHNIQUE FOR AUTOMATIC  INDEXING OF 
MUSICAL DATA 

Given the peculiar characteristics of the musical media, 
highlighted in Section 2, the first task in the development of 
a system for content-based IR of musical data is the identi- 
fication of the dimensions that  have to be used to index and 
retrieve. Dimensions are related to the form, i.e. notated 
or acoustic, chosen to store the musical data into the dig- 
ital library. The acoustic form presents some problems for 
automatic indexing purposes. In fact, the automatic extrac- 
tion of melody and harmony from polyphonic performances 
is not well developed yet. Moreover, only a few parame- 
ters of the acoustic signal, such as brightness and roughness 
were found perceptually significant for the listener, however 
they can be used to describe a single sound, not a complete 
performance where the musician continuously changes his 
performing parameters. 

For these reasons we have chosen to use the notated form, 
which carries information on melody, harmony, rhythm and 
structure. Among these different dimensions, the melody is 
the one which is more easily recognizable for a final user 
who does not have a specific expertise in music. Hence 
we have chosen to use melody to index musical data. In 
order to apply the algorithms developed for textual IR to 
this dimension, we need to develop a segmentation of the 
melody in musically relevant phrases. The problem of mu- 
sical segmentation is well known in musicological literature, 
and some models were proposed to automatically perform 
a segmentation of musical works in short musical phrases 
called melodic surfaces. 

3.1 Detection of Melodic Surfaces 

The algorithm used to perform the segmentation algorithm 
is based on a model due to Cambouropoulos [2], who pro- 
posed the Local Boundaries Detection Model (LBDM). The 
basic idea of the model is that  the listener perceives the 
presence of boundaries in a melodic surface whenever there 
are some changes in the relationships among the notes. In 
particular, these changes may regard the musical intervals 
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Figure 1: Mozart ' s  Concert  for Clarinet  K622, for each note the  respective weights are quoted 

and  the  note durat ion.  T h a t  is, the  listeners perceive the  
presence of a melodic surface whenever there are changes in 
the  melodic structure.  The  LBDM detects the  boundaries  
of a melodic surface by giving a weight to all the  possible 
places in which the  boundaries  may occur, t h a t  is between 
two subsequent  notes of the  melody. The  weight values are 
evaluated depending on: 

• the  relat ionship among the  musical intervals t h a t  each 
note forms with the  previous and  the  subsequent  notes. 
If intervals are different (e.g. a fifth versus a third) ,  
t hen  a given value is added to the  two weights (2 for 
the  larger interval and 1 for the  smaller one); 

• the  relat ionship among note durations. If  durat ions 
are different a given value is added t o b o t h  intervals 
(respectively, 4 and  1 if the  first note is longer t han  
the  second one, or 3 and  2 if the  first note is shorter);  

• the  presence of musical rests. In this  case a value of 4 
is added to the  weight. 

The  boundaries  of melodic surfaces can be detected by 
analyzing the  weights t rend:  Cambouropoulos  proposed 
t h a t  the  boundaries  are associated to the  presence of max- 
ima in the  weight function. 

Using this  model, it was developed an algori thm t h a t  
evaluates all the  weights after reading the  score from a MIDI 
file, and  extract ing all the  melodies. A segmentat ion is then  
performed. We have chosen to use two kinds of musical seg- 
ments ,  which we called phrases and periods. Phrases  are the  
melodic surfaces given by the  LBDM model, while periods 
are groups of subsequent  phrases: the  beginning and  the  
end of each period is re lated to the  presence of a max imum 
with  a higher weight t h a n  the  surrounding max ima  (hence 
a max imum among maxima) .  The in t roduct ion of periods 
is due to a twofold requirement:  (i) we were interested in 
tes t ing if the  length of the  melodic surface had  a significant 
impact  on the  retrieval effectiveness; (ii) we intended to use 
the  periods together  with  the  phrases to index documents  
and  queries. Since a period is formed with phrases, it does 
not  introduce any new information, bu t  it takes into ac- 
count  the  tempora l  relat ionship among subsequent  phrases. 
In th is  way it is expected tha t ,  between two documents  with  
the  same phrases matching  the  query phrase,  the  one with 
the  same tempora l  occurrence of phrases will have a higher 
score t han  the  other  one. 

3.2 Data Normalisation 

Once phrases and periods are t rans la ted  in a textual  nota-  
tion, four normalizations regarding bo th  pi tch and  dura t ion  
of notes are applied. 

• Pitch Transposition (PT):  the  first note of each phrase  
or period is forced to be a C4, and  the  pi tch of the  other  
notes is calculated in order to ma in ta in  the  same mu- 
sical intervals. This  normalisat ion is proposed to con- 
sider the  relationship among notes ra ther  t h a n  thei r  
exact pitch. Notes length are expressed in mult iples of 
a given durat ion,  common for all the  documents .  

• Pitch Transposition and Duration Normalisation 
(PTDN):  pitches are expressed as in PT,  while note  
durat ions  are expressed in multiples of their  Grea tes t  
Common Divisor. In this  way phrases are independent  
on the  part icular  Tempo and  what  is impor t an t  is jus t  
the  relationship among durations.  

• Pitch Normalisation and Duration Normalisation 
(PNDN): pitches are quant ized in a n u m b e r  of different 
levels, related to the  musical intervals. In par t icular  
a level corresponds to the  unison, a second level to  a 
small interval (from minor  second to major  third}, a 
th i rd  one to an  average interval (from perfect fourth to 
a major  sixth) and a fourth  one to a big interval (above 
a minor seven). In this  way the  t rend  of the  melodic 
surfaces becomes significant, not  the  exact sequence of 
intervals. The  durat ions are the  same of PTDN.  

• Pitch Normalisation and Duration Removal (PNDR):  
pitches are the  same as in PNDN,  while no information 
about  durat ion is maintained.  This  kind of massive 
normalisat ion was adopted  to tes t  the  impor t an t  of 
t iming versus interval sequence. 

3.3 An Example of Segmentation 

In order to i l lustrate the  performance of the  segmenta t ion  al- 
gori thm, we can take as an example the  segmenta t ion  of the  
first four measures of Mozar t ' s  Concert  for Clarinet  K622, 
reported in Figure 1. At  first a given weight is assigned to 
each interval between two subsequent  notes, depending on 
the  rules explained in Section 3.1; the  weight of each interval  
is quoted under  the  previous note. Then  the  local max ima  
are calculated to detect  the  boundaries  of the  melodic sur- 
faces: in Figure 1 the  boundar ies  are shown by a "V".  In 
this  example four phrases are detected, considering t h a t  the  
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last  phrase  is forced by the  length of the  query. Moreover it 
can be seen t h a t  two periods are detected, bo th  made  with 
two phrases. 

Then  the  a lgor i thm can produce four different text  files, 
depending on the  kind of normalizat ion to be applied. In 
Table 1 are quoted the  different ou tputs  (only the  phrases 
are reported):  as it can be seen the  musical information on 
melodic surfaces is now t ransformed in textual  information, 
which can then  be t rea ted  with classical textual  information 
retrieval algorithms. 

Normal iza t ion  
P T  

P T D N  

Phrases  
C524A418 
C56E56D56C56B46B424 
C512A412C512A412 
C524B412 
C54A43 
C51E51D51C51B41B44 
C51A41C51A41 
C52B41 
O4N3 
O I P 1 N 1 N I N 1 0 4  
O I N I P 1 N 1  
O2N1 

P N D R  ON 
O P N N N O  
O N P N  
O N  

Table 1: The  four different ou tpu t  formats of the  segmen- 
ta t ion  algorithm. The  following convention is applied; in 
P T  and  [PTDN]: note + octave + [normalized] durat ion;  
in PNDN and [PNDR]: interval (O=unison,  N=descending 
small, P=ascend ing  small) + [normalized duration].  

4 EXPERIMENTAL STUDY 

The exper imental  s tudy  we carried out  aimed to describe 
the  impact  of two factors - the  normalizat ion technique and  
the  use of musical periods together  with  musical phrases, 
i l lustrated in Section 3 - on the  results of musical document  
retrieval. We expect t ha t  the  degree of normalization,  and 
the  use of ei ther musical phrases or periods at  indexing-t ime 
are means to tune  the  degree of exhaust ivi ty and specificity 
of musical document  retrieval. If the  hypothesis  is true, we 
can therefore use those means to give the  user the  capabili ty 
at  query formulation t ime of deciding the  quant i ty  of extra- 
neous musical material  t ha t  is likely to be retrieved, and  
the  quant i ty  of per t inent  musical material  t ha t  is likely to 
be missed. 

The  experiments  have been conducted in a laboratory 
se t t ing using a collection of musical documents  and  queries 
as tes tbed.  As we lack of tes t  collections being usually avail- 
able in textual  IR, we had  to construct  an ad-hoc set of 
exper imental  documents  and  queries. The  construct ion of a 
set of tes t  relevance judgements  or the  employment  of a large 
number  of h u m a n  judges were too expensive tasks and out  
of the  scope of this  research. We consider these laboratory-  
based exper iments  as the  first step towards an experimental  

envi ronment  where many  "real" final users shall be  involved. 
The  experiments  are supposed to give us some useful and  
necessary insights in order to design and  implement  a pro- 
totype musical IR system which can be  employed wi th in  
user-based experimentat ions.  

The set of tes t  documents  consists of 419 musical works, 
each work is stored into a MIDI file. Many works include 
textual  descriptions about ,  for example, t ime, tonality, or 
title. While  the  full musical da ta  has  been used to index 
documents ,  the  textual  da ta  have not  been used as we are 
interested on s tudying musical content-based retrieval on the  
basis of musical da ta  only. Documents  are pieces of Tonal 
Western Music (TWM),  and  specifically complete musical 
works of Baroque, Classic and  Romant ic  periods, such as 
movements  of Concertos or Sonatas  of various lengths - from 
3 up to 35 minutes  - and  of six different composers 1 . 

The choice of T W M  is due to a number  of reasons: (i) 
bibliographic catalogs usually concern this  music genre, (ii) 
the  system developed for segmentat ion is based on melodic 
surface and  in this  repertoire  melodies are more complex 
and  s t ruc tured  t h a n  in other  music genres (e.g. jazz, pop, 
rock, or ethnic music), hence the  T W M  is a good tes tbed  
for the  system, (iii) most  of the  studies on music s t ruc tures  
are based on the  T W M  language, (iv) in other  music genres, 
especially jazz and  pop music, the  final user is usually inter- 
ested about  the  performer ra ther  t han  the  composer, and  so 
bibliographic da ta  normally suffices. 

We created 8 --- 4 x 2 different versions of the  same doc- 
ument  set corresponding to the  4 normalizat ion criteria and  
to 2 types of token used to index the  documents ,  i.e. the  
musical phrase and  the  musical period. Table 2 summarizes  
the  main  numerical  parameters  about  the  document  set. For 
each normalizat ion criterion and  type  of token, the  average 
number  of unique tokens per  document ,  and  the  average 
number  of documents  being indexed by an individual  token 
are reported.  

Type  of Token 
On ly  Phrase  &c 

Ph ra se  Per iod 
Av. documen t  length  713.7 969.6 
S t a n d a r d  devia t ion 822.5 1106.5 
P T  
Av. t o k e n s / d o c u m e n t  366.0 518.0 
Av. d o c u m e n t s / t o k e n  1.40 1.26 
P T D N  
Av. t o k e n s / d o c u m e n t  344.6 496.5 
Av. d o c u m e n t s / t o k e n  1.53 1.33 
P N D N  
Av. t o k e n s / d o c u m e n t  293.6 440.8 
Av. d o c u m e n t s / t o k e n  1.68 1.39 
P N D R  
Av. t o k e n s / d o c u m e n t  134.1 264.0 
Av. d o c u m e n t s / t o k e n  4.47 2.05 

Table 2: Main numerical  parameters  about  documents .  

On set t ing queries up, we kept  two objectives in mind.  

1G.F.  H~indel, J .S.  Bach,  W.A.  Mozar t ,  L. van Beethoven,  F. Listz,  
P.I. Tchaikovskij .  
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The first objective has been to describe the statistical be- 
haviour of retrieval results, and therefore we needed a quite 
large number of queries. The second objective has been to 
understand the behaviour of retrieval results from a musical 
point of view. We did therefore perform a quantitative anal- 
ysis to attain the former, and perform a qualitative analysis 
to attain the latter. The quantitative analysis has been per- 
formed by computing numerical measures, while the quali- 
tative analysis has been performed by employing a musician 
as expert final user. The aim of the quantitative analysis 
has been to study the relationships between the quantity 
of retrieved musical documents as some independent factors 
change. The aim of the qualitative analysis was to study 
the variations of genre and composer of the retrieved musi- 
cal documents as some independent factors change. 

According to the two different types of query, we set up 
two types of query sets - set A and set B - used to per- 
form the quantitative and the qualitative analysis respec- 
tively. Set A consists of different versions of a set of 419 
document incipites which have been extracted automatically 
from the document set. One version of set A has been cre- 
ated for each of six different query lengths corresponding to 
six numbers of starting tokens - i.e. 419 queries have au- 
tomatically been created using x starting phrases, provided 

= 1, 2,3, 4,5, 10. One version has also been created for 
each of the four normalization criteria, and for each of the 
two types of token used at indexing-time. We were then 
provided with (2 x 4 × 6) different versions of set A. Set 
B includes 15 short musical pieces of around eight phrases 
being manually played by the musician. These queries have 
been chosen in order to test the behaviour of the indexing 
and retrieval techniques as the musical style changes. As 
consequence, the following types of query have been chosen: 
Four queries were about composers - Vivaldi and Grieg - 
being absent from the document set, and six queries were 
about composers being already stored into the document set. 
Two queries out of the latter are about works being already 
stored into the document set. The other four queries were 
about different works. Five of the total fifteen queries of set 
B are similar to other five queries, but "biased" through the 
manual insertion of errors. Errors are a sample of common 
performance mistakes. The queries of set B have then been 
normalized to produce one version of the query set for each 
normalization criterion and for each type of token used at 
indexing-time. Specifically, either phrase- or period-based 
versions of query set B have been considered in order to 
study the impact of the use of period on retrieval results. 
We are then provided with (2 x 4) different versions of set 
B. 

Table 3 reports the numerical parameters about queries 
of set A being segmented, normalized using only phrases. In 
Table 3, the average number of unique phrases per query and 
the average number of queries being indexed by phrase are 
reported for each normalization level, and for each incipit 
query length. 

The II~ model employed to construct indexes and retrieve 
documents was the vector-space model (VSM). Accordingly 
to the VSM model, both documents and queries are rep- 
resented as k-variate vectors of token weights wlj, where 

Only Phrases Incipit Query Length 
1 2 3 4 5 10 

P T  
Av. phrases/query 1.0 2.0 3.0 3.9 4.8 9.2 
Av. queries/phrase 1.1 1.1 1.2 1.2 1.2 1.2 
P T D N  
Av. phrases/query 1.0 2.0 3.0 3.9 4.8 9.1 
Av. queries/phrase 1.1 1.2 1.3 1.3 1.3 1.4 
P N D N  
Av. phrases/query 1.0 2.0 2.9 3.8 4.6 8.6 
Av. queries/phrase 1.2 1.4 1.5 1.5 1.5 1.6 
P N D R  
Av. phrases/query 1.0 1.9 2.8 3.6 4.4 7.8 
Av. queries/phrase 2.1 2.6 2.9 3.1 3.3 3.5 

Table 3: Main numerical parameters about queries of set A. 

a token can be either phrase or period, and k is the total  
number of unique tokens. The weight wij of token j within 
document i can be expressed as t f i j  x idfj, where t f i j  is 
the frequency of occurrence of token j within document i, 
idfj = log N/n j ,  N is the total number of documents, and 
nj is the number of documents indexed by token j .  The 
retrieval status value (RSV) is the usual cosine of the an- 
gle between the query vector and the document vector. As 
the cosine function normalizes the RSV to the query and 
document lengths, the sizes of document and query have 
been controlled. The t f i j  x idfj weighting scheme gives 
higher RSVs to documents within which query tokens occur 
with high intra-document frequency (tf i j )  and low intra- 
collection frequency (nj). 

In the following, the analysis of test results has been split 
into quantitative and qualitative analysis. For each type of 
analysis, some measures and discussions are presented. 

4.1 Quantitative analysis 

Table 4 summarizes test results for the quantitative analysis 
performed using queries of set A against the whole docu- 
ment set. As queries of set A have been set up using both 
phrases and periods, results refer to documents retrieved 
and matched using either phrase or period. The first part  
of the Table refers to phrase-based indexing and retrieval, 
while the second one refers to period-based indexing and 
retrieval. 

As regards to the difference between the use of musical 
phrases and the use of musical periods, it is apparent that  
the absolute quantity of retrieved documents using phrases 
is higher than the quantity using periods. Therefore, pe- 
riods are more selective than phrases, as we expected on 
designing musical period-based indexing. As consequence, 
musical phrases are able to detect more pieces of different 
composers than musical periods. 

The reported values are directly correlated to the incipit 
query length, i.e. the longer the incipit query, the higher the 
number of retrieved documents and the number of different 
composers. This can be explained by the higher chance that  
a long query token occurs within a document than a short 
query token. This may also be explained by the fact that  
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Only  Phrases  Inc ip i t  Query  L e n g t h  
1 2 3 4 5 l 0  

P T  1.2 2.0 2.6 2.9 3.1 3.5 
6.0 13.2 17.9 20.7 22.8 26.1 

P T D N  1.4 2.0 2.7 3.1 3.3 3.8 
9.1 13.4 18.1 21.3 23.3 27.4 

P N D N  1.8 2.5 2.9 3.3 3.5 3.9 
11.4 16.0 19.5 21.9 23.7 27.6 

P N D R  3.0 3.3 3.6 3.7 3.8 3.9 
21.0 23.9 25.6 26.8 27.5 29.2 

Inc ip i t  Query  L e n g t h  O n l y P e r l o d s  
1 2 

P T  0.0 0.2 
1.1 2.0 

P T D N  0.0 0.4 
1.0 3.1 

P N D N  0.1 0.6 
1.2 4.1 

P N D R  0.5 1.3 
3.6 8.7 

3 4 5 10 
0.3 0.4 0.5 1.0 
2.4 3.0 3.7 6.7 
0.6 0.8 0.9 1.7 
4.2 5.0 6.1 10.4 
1,0 1.3 1.5 2.5 
6.2 7.9 9.2 15.3 
2.0 2.4 2.7 3.6 

13.1 16.2 17.8 23.9 

Table 4: Retrieval results using either phrase or period at indexing and  retrieval time. For each normalizat ion level, and  for 
each incipit query length, two values are reported - the  average number  of retrieved document  of which composer is different 
from the  query au thor  (first row) and  average number  of retrieved documents  (second row). 

the  number  of documents  indexed by an individual token is 
ra ther  low, and  t h a t  the  individual tokens index different 
sets of documents .  

A direct correlation can also be observed between the  
reported values and  the  level of normalization. Normalized 
tokens allows for the  retrieval of higher quant i ty  of docu- 
ments,  perhaps  of different composers. Specifically, PNDR 
gives the  highest  increase of number  of retrieved documents  
and of different composers. Actually, normalizat ion have 
been designed to conflate similar phrases and periods to- 
gether  in order to have larger sets of documents  being in- 
dexed by each token. The combinat ion of two facts - the  
low decrease of the  average number  of unique tokens per  
query as normalizat ion proceeds (Table 3), and the  increase 
of the  average number  of documents  being indexed by an in- 
dividual token - can explain the  order of magni tude  of the  
reported values. 

In particular,  it is interest ing to note t ha t  documents  of 
around three  different composers, i.e. around one t en th  of 
the  total  retrieved quantity,  can be retrieved on average. It  
is also worth of ment ioning t ha t  the two tested devices - the  
level of normalization,  and  the  use of ei ther phrase or period 
- allow for the  retrieval of documents  at  different degrees of 
specificity and exhaust ivi ty at  every incipit query length. 

4.2 Qualitative analysis 

The first interest ing result  was tha t ,  independent ly from the  
kind of normalisat ion,  queries using pieces t ha t  were present 
in the  collection always gave t ha t  same piece with the  high- 
est RSV. More generally, when the  au thor  of the  melody was 
included in the  collection, his pieces were retrieved with an 
high RSV. This  is particularly t rue when P T  was applied: 
queries made with Bach 's  pieces retrieved a large number  
of Bach's  works with the  highest RSV; the  same applied 

to Mozart ' s  queries, even if in this  case also other  authors  
were retrieved. When  P T D N  was applied this  t rend  was 
maintained,  even though also pieces wri t ten  by composers 
who had a small amount  of musical works in the  collection 
(e.g. Tchaikovskij) were retrieved with an high RSV. W h e n  
PNDN is applied, the  distr ibut ion of the  I~SV among com- 
posers is more homogeneous; Bach and Mozart ' s  works were 
usually the  most  retrieved. The P N D R  stressed this  be- 
haviour: the  P~SV is homogeneously d is t r ibuted  among the  
different composers. 

The same musician who compiled the  queries of set B was 
asked to judge the  results of the  queries from a musicological 
point  of view. In part icular  we were interested to test  if the  
retrieved works had  some analogies with  the  melodies used 
to create the  queries, t ha t  is if a final user would find t hem 
close enough to the  works he was searching. The  analysis 
was developed only for the  pieces with a high RSV. Results 
are related to the  kind of normalizat ion applied to the  seg- 
mented  melodies, with some general trends. Most of the  
retrieved melodies shared the  same temper of the  queries, 
even if this temper  was related to the  musical style of the  
different composers. For queries using Bach's,  Mozart ' s  and  
Grieg's melodies, in most  of the  case it was possible to rec- 
ognize a similar s t ructure  of the  melody, t ha t  is a similar or- 
ganization of the  melodic surfaces. This  was not  the  case of 
Vivaldi's, even if it was possible to recognize the  melodic seg- 
ments  shared by the  query and  the  retrieved works. W h e n  
P T  was applied, the  retrieved works had  a Tempo similar 
to the  queries: t ha t  is, fast melodies retrieved works with a 
fast Tempo. I t  is interesting to note t h a t  this  behaviour  was 
mainta ined also when durat ions were normalized. 

In general the  quali tat ive analysis gave satisfying results. 
Retrieved works shared some musical propert ies wi th  the  
tes t  queries, for example a query made with a Bach 's  "In- 
vention" retrieved other  inventions and  Grieg's "Morning" 
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retr ieved works with plain melodies bui l t  on major  chords. 
Moreover a musicologist may find interesting to analyze 
works where the  same melodic expert  (i.e. the melodic sur- 
face related to our concept of phrase) appears in different 
musical contest,  while a common user may find melodies 
t h a t  simply sound like the  one used for the  query. 

5 A MUSICAL INFORMATION RETRIEVAL SYSTEM 

Figure 2 depicts the  skeleton of the  architecture of a pos- 
sible musical IR system implementing the  technique based 
on melodic surface and  presented in previous sections. The  
archi tecture may take into account other  components,  such 
as Z39.50 interface to provide wider accessibility and inter- 
operability. The system components  are: 

• a Web browser-based user interface - the browser 
would be Java-enabled to permit  the  processing of 
MIDI objects; 

• the  segmentat ion rout ine t ransforming MIDI files into 
segmented textual  files to be indexed by the  indexing 
component;  

• the  indexing component  generates inverted files to be  
used as indexes at  retrieval-time; 

• the  search engines retrieves musical documents  match-  
ing the  user 's  query; 

• the  digital object  server, such as database  server man-  
ages digitized manuscripts ,  scores and  performances at  
different levels of quality. 

The  flow of interact ion can be described in the  following 
steps being numbered  consistently to the  Figure: 

1. This step is not  really par t  of the  interact ion flow, bu t  
it is included since is what  converts MIDI files into a 
form tha t  can be indexed. 

2. The  user expresses an information need using a musical 
interface based on either a graphical Web form or a 
MIDI keyboard. In bo th  cases, the  query is a MIDI 
file being converted and  segmented into a form tha t  
can be  indexed. 

3. The  search engine takes as input  the  indexed query and 
the  document  indexes, and  produces a list of anchors 
to the  digitized versions of the  retrieved documents.  
The  list of retr ieved documents  is sorted by RSV. 

4. The  user selects one of the  retrieved documents  and 
asks the  system to retrieve one of the  digitized objects. 
Different types of object  may exist: Manuscripts,  high- 
quality performances,  scored notat ions,  and MIDI files. 
The  choice of the  object  type may depend, for instance, 
on network bandwid th  or user privileges. 

5. The  user access the  digitized object  da tabase  and  de- 
livers to the  user the  selected one. 

6 APPROACHES TO MUSIC INDEXING AND RE- 
TRIEVAL 

Some approaches to access to databases  abou t  music are 
based on textual  bibliographic da ta  records. The  final user 
can query the databases by specifying exact values for pre- 
defined fields, such as composer 's  name, title, date  of pub-  
lication, type of work, etc. Examples of projects addressing 
the  access to bibliographic databases  as component  of larger 
information systems about  musical mater ial  are Can ta te  [3], 
Harmonica  [S], Jukebox [9], Musica [15], and  RISM [16]. 
Some of these, such as Cantate ,  implement  links to multi-  
media objects, e.g. digitized manuscr ip ts  or performances,  
or provide with tools to manage multilinguality, such as Mu- 
sica. 

From an IR point of view, these approaches are quite ef- 
fective whenever the  user ( i )  can exhaustively use the  avail- 
able search fields, and  (ii) is able to precisely use the  avail- 
able search fields. Bibliographic values are not  always able 
to describe exhaustively and  precisely the  content  of musi- 
cal works. For example, the  t e rm "Sonata" as value of the  
type  of work cannot  sufficiently discriminate all the  existing 
sonatas. Moreover, many known work titles, such as the  
Tchaikovskij 's  "Pathet ic" ,  are insufficient to express a final 
user 's query whenever he would find the  t i t le not  being a 
good description of the  musical work. The  use of cataloguing 
number ,  like K525 for Mozar t ' s  "Eine Kleine Nachtmusic" ,  
will be effective only if the  user has a complete informat ion 
on the  music work, and  in this  case a da tabase  system will 
suffice. Searching by composer 's  name  can be very effec- 
tive. However, some less known composers and  their  works 
may not  be  retrieved if only because the  au thors  are l i t t le 
known. On the  other  hand,  for a prolific composer,  jus t  like 
Mozart,  a simple query by composer 's  name  will retr ieve 
an  extremely high number  of documents ,  unbearab le  for the  
final user. 

Some automat ic  techniques have been proposed to in- 
dex and  search music databases  using al ternat ive methods .  
Most of these techniques are based on the  "string matching"  
concept, i.e. musical nota t ion  can be  seen as a s t r ing and  
document-query matching can be designed as more or less 
sophist icated str ing matching  algori thms [6, 1, 10]. Str ing 
matching-based search techniques are very efficient in tex- 
tual  IR, bu t  poorly effective because text  is very complex to 
be represented and  searched as simple str ings or substr ings.  
Searching by means of str ings may make sense for a given 
class of users and  for a specific class of musical works. If we 
have no evaluation frameworks to compare  different musical 
IR techniques, no conclusions can be drawn. For example, 
some evaluation proposals have been done in [20, 19]. 

Recently, the  interest  in content -based music retrieval 
is growing. Contr ibut ions  are given from different perspec- 
tives. Dunn  and  Mayer provides a detailed description of a 
real experience on designing and  implement ing  the  VARIA- 
TIONS digital l ibrary [4]. The  evaluation being conducted  
with real users is a useful source of information for the  future  
work. Tseng [19] addresses the  problem we faced as well, i.e. 
the  problem of mismatch  between stored musical melodies 
and  musical user 's  queries. Bainbridge et al. i l lustrate  the  
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Figure 2: The architecture of a possible musical IR system. 

state-of-the-art of a digital library including popular a large 
music document collection. That  paper is interesting since 
describes a range of types of data and of functions to search 
the digital library. 

7 CONCLUSIONS AND FUTURE WORK 

Results show that the proposed indexing technique allow for 
the content-based retrieval of musical documents at different 
levels of specificity and exhaustivity. We believe that such 
a best-match and content-based indexing technique may b e  
integrated with current exact-match musical document re- 
trieval systems to improve their effectiveness. In fact, we 
observed that  at the highest levels of indexing specificity 
the queries of set B were able to retrieve documents of the 
same author. This can be useful whenever the final user is 
unable to query by fixed values. 

Future works shall concern with the design and imple- 
mentation of an effective prototype to be used by "real" 
final users in an operational environment. The prototype 
will serve to build a test collection of musical documents 
and queries, together with relevance judgements, to be used 
as experimental testbed. Furthermore, the refinement of the 
segmentation mad normalization techniques can be useful to 

improve the effectiveness of the prototype that  is going to 
be implemented. 
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